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complex VAMPIR approaches  -   Framework

•  the model space is defined by a finite dimensional set of spherical single particle statesthe model space is defined by a finite dimensional set of spherical single particle states

•  the effective many-body Hamiltonian is represented as a sum of one- and two-body termsthe effective many-body Hamiltonian is represented as a sum of one- and two-body terms

•    the basic buiding blocks are  Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) vacuathe basic buiding blocks are  Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) vacua

•  the HFB transformations are essentially the HFB transformations are essentially complexcomplex and allow for proton-neutron, parity and    and allow for proton-neutron, parity and   

angular momentum mixing being only restricted  by time-reversal and axial symmetryangular momentum mixing being only restricted  by time-reversal and axial symmetry

•  the broken symmetries (s=N, Z, I, the broken symmetries (s=N, Z, I, ππ) are restored before variation by projection techniques ) are restored before variation by projection techniques 



   Theoretical tools









Variational strategies

complex  Vampir 
approach



complex  Excited Vampir approach





                  f5/2                f7/2 
(ms1 ): -0.590 MeV / -0.060 MeV
(ms2): -0.500 MeV / -0.150 MeV
(ms3): -0.400 MeV / -0.250 MeV

(charge-symmetric basis + Coulomb contributions to the  π-spe from the core)

∗

(Bonn CD)



 Superallowed Fermi β Decay        
 

A=74          36Kr38         37Rb37          38Sr36

A=70          34Se36         35Br35          36Kr34

                            

A=82          40Zr42         41Nb41          

A=86         42Mo44         43Tc43          
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Preliminary results
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Gamow-Teller β Decay of 74Kr 

QEC  = 3.140  ±  0.060 MeV

CERN/ISOLDE    E. Poirier et al., Phys.Rev. C69(2004)034307















QEC
ms1

 =3.004 MeV
QEC

ms2 =2.945 MeV

QEC
ms3 =2.912 MeV
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Cross-fertilization between Shell Model and complex Excited Vampir Model
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CEXVAM
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 Summary and outlook

• the Gamow-Teller β decay of 74Kr was investigated for the first time within the 
complex Excited Vampir variational approach, describing self-consistently
 the shape-coexistence and –mixing in both parent and daughter nucleus

• the uncertainties in the effective interaction require systematic investigations, but  the 
effective Hamiltonian is strongly connected with the nuclear many-body model used for 
the renormalization

• the Coulomb-induced isospin-mixing effect on the superallowed Fermi β decay 
was investigated for the first time within the complex Excited Vampir approach 
describing self-consistently both the analog and non-analog Fermi branches for the 
A=70, 74 and 86 T=1 nuclei

• the complex Excited Vampir description of the properties at low and high 
spins in even-even and odd-odd members of the T=1 multiplet  for the A=70, 74, 86 
nuclei is in very good agreement with the available data

*The complex Excited (Fed) Vampir model  --- beyond mean-field variational 
approach to the nuclear many-body problem 

able to describe exotic structure and decay

Illustrative results

Required improvements
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